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Crazy Little Thing Called Love 

 

Shone Leaves for his dream as Football player to Bangkok.  

Nam wakes up in the morning with red eyes as result for crying all night. She thinks by taking a little bit 

fresh air in the morning will do some refresh for her. While walking downstairs to the front door, Nam is 

remembering again her sadness. She shakes her head try to erase the bad memories behind.  

After open the front door, Nam is surprise by a book in front of her. She is confused, because as she 

remembers no one is coming to her house last night. She opens the book page by page. Suddenly, she is 

crying, tears of happiness. In the end, she know that Shone love her so much even before she becomes 

beautiful. For a moment, Nam is enjoying her happiness. Then, she decides to approach Shone to his 

home. She run faster and faster. She is smiling, laughing, and so impatient to see Shone.  

She finally reaches Shone’s home. But Shone is not showing up. Nam becomes more confuse. 

Fortunately, Shone’s mother shows up. She greets Nam and asks if there is anything she can do for Nam. 

Nam tries to be polite. She ask Shone’s mother about Shone. Unfortunately, his Mother tell her that 

Shone has already moving to Bangkok and for some time, he cannot be reach because of the training. 

Nam saying thank you for the information then she leave with tears. 

In the same time, in Bangkok, Shone is thinking about his action last night. Is it really ok to leave the 

book there? What if Nam is not the one who found it? What if she found it and makes her sadder? He 

confuses and do not know what to do. He hopes that one day he can tell her directly. But, he 

remembers again about Top and his promise to Top. He decides that he will not think about this again in 

the future.  

Nam is moving to US. The more step she takes, the more tears showing in her face. She cannot believe 

that she has reach Shone but actually she also does not reach him. How can the moment she have to 

leave Thailand, she cannot saying goodbye properly to Shone. Not only because of Shone, She also sad 

because she has to leave her mother, her sister, and her best friends behind to meet her father. She left 

with tears in her face. While in the airplane, she manages herself better. She is saying goodbye to Shone 

in her heart. 

Finally, she reaches US and meets her father. Her Father is so grateful to have her daughter live with 

him. He is so curious about their life in Thailand. He asks this and that to Nam. Nam is happy too. Nam 

promises herself to have a new beginning in US. She has to be strong and fight for her future. 

Time by time has pass. Nam and Shone is already an adult now. Nam is doing her school so great but still 

wondering what kind or carrier she wants to. On the other hand Shone is successful to be a football 

player. But his passion in Photography is too big to be left behind. He is in dilemma of it.  

Three years later….  
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Shone is in the top of his carrier. Everybody loves him very much. Every girl wants to be his girlfriend. 

Unfortunately, till this moment Shone is still single. The only one person who knows the reason behind 

everything is Pin. Pin try so hard to tell Shone that he has to move on. No one is staying in same place all 

the time. It is waste of time. But, Shone cannot ignore his heart. He aware of his love towards Nam 

which has not changes at all. He wants to keep his promise to Top but he also can not lie to his heart. 

In the US, Nam is wondering why she cannot forget about Shone after all of this time. She still keeps the 

book and opens it every moment she remembers about Shone. She tries to move on. But, how can she 

move on if she always searches for Shone’s news every time? She even has a book that consists of 

Shone. Shone’s victory, Shone’s in team, Shone’s in article, Shone’s interview, etc. She wonders about 

how Shone feel towards her now. She wants to tell Shone that she has chosen what kind of future she 

wants to live for. She wants to be a fashion designer. Now, she is still study to reach her new dream. 

In the other hand, Top is already in relationship with a lovely girl he meets in job. Top is already 

forgotten about Nam, he thinks of Nam as his sweet memories in high school. But, there is something 

wrong that he has made.  This is the result of seeing Shone has not has any girls beside him until this 

moment. Top want to confess to Shone honestly. So, he calls Shone and asks him to some place to talk. 

Shone agree.  

Shone have nothing in mind while he comes to the place of meeting. Top comes and greet him as same 

as usual. Shone think that Top probably missing him so much and he jokes about it. Top is laughing but 

then turn to be so serious. Shone is waiting in confuse. Top says that maybe their talk today will save 

Shone’s future. Shone ask him whether Top would like to join the football teams. Top is smiling and tell 

him not that future he wants to talk about. But, they will talk about the future of Shone’s love story. 

Shone is so afraid if Top already knows his love towards Nam, but he keeps silent and listens to what 

Top have to say.  

Top say that for the beginning he wants to apologize for a thing he had done that ruined Shone’s love 

story. Shone is waiting. Top ask Shone the reason behind Shone is still single until now. Shone says that 

he has not meet anyone he can be fall to yet. Top feeling so funny to Shone’s answer. Top say that the 

real reason is because there is no Nam in around of his search field. Shone is so surprise. He does not 

understand why Top can say that. Top explain actually he already know Shone’s feeling towards Nam. 

But it is just his stupid teen’s ego that makes him ask such ridiculous thing to Shone. Top say again to 

confirm Shone understand what he means. He speak clearly that it is fine for Shone if he wants to hit on 

Nam. Heart is unpredictable thing and uncontrolled too. So, if Shone falls for Nam, it is not Shone’s fault. 

Top is smiling while tell Shone that he has his free will to act to Nam. Nam is not his, so why Shone have 

to be feel guilty over his own feeling. 

For a moment Shone cannot believe what is happening. But, after a moment he smiles so bright that 

even Top is so jealous to Nam. Top ask Shone what is he waiting for. He just has to dial Nam’s number to 

reach her. Then, Shone do as Top ask. For a moment there is no answer. Finally, Nam’s sister picks up 

the phone. Shone asks to speak with Nam. Her Sister says unfortunately Nam is studying in US since she 

was graduated. Shone become sad. Top asks him what is the answer, where is Nam. Shone just shakes 
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his head and tells Top that it is too late. Top feels guilty, but he fully aware that there is nothing he can 

do to fix the entire thing that has happen. Shone says that Top has to stop worried about him. Shone can 

take care for himself.  

One years later… 

Nam finally gets caught in a middle of fashion business. As a beginner, Nam is just assistance. Nam doing 

the entire job greatly and her boss is very surprise for Nam’s skill. But, Nam is still Nam. Even though she 

works for a great fashion company, she still spend her time to chit chat with her best friends and her 

family, sometimes she is going out with her classmate. Nam’s father is really happy to have a daughter 

like her. It is not just beauty that she has, but also attitude and brain. Sometimes, Nam is helping her 

father in the restaurant. Everyone is really please to be served by her. It is increases the restaurant 

earning too. But, her father fully understands about Nam’s wishes and her dream. So, he is not bound 

Nam with any works in the restaurant. Anytime Nam is free to leave and free to help.  

Shone still has nothing about Nam. He wants to do any effort he can do, but it is like Nam is hiding from 

him. It is already one year pass after Top give him bless to have relationship with Nam. Still, there is not 

much development.  Shone wonder if he still own Nam’s heart or not. At this time, Shone finally make a 

decision. He leaves his current carrier to be professional photographer. He wishes he can tell Nam 

directly and Nam can be part of her daily life.  

Two years later… 

Pin comes to Shone immediately. Shone is surprise by Pin appearance in the middle of evening. Pin tells 

Shone that he will be very happy when he listens to the good news. Shone is curious. He asks Pin to tell 

him immediately and let see if it is really makes him happy. Pin says it slowly. She says that the 

awkward-faced girl is showing up in the magazine that she always read. Shone becomes confuse. He is 

wondering which awkward-faced girl is Pin talks about. Pin says you will know when you look at this. 

Shone takes the magazine and for a glance, just a glance, Shone already know who she is. Shone is 

smiling brightly as he never do in front of Pin. Pin teases him for doing that. Since that time, Shone 

gather any information as much as he can about Nam. 

Nam is already success to become one of top fashion designer in New York. The bad news is, she cannot 

gather any information about Shone. It is because Shone was retired as football player two years ago. 

The article was talk about Shone that decided to have other carrier. But, it is not wrote any information 

about his future carrier. Of course Nam is not easily gives up. In the end, she has to admit that it is really 

nothing she can do anymore. While the other hand, she becomes more and more popular. Her face is in 

every magazine. She was invited in every fashion show that held in New York. She also attended in some 

fashion event in Europe. She even invited her sister some times to accompany her. Even though she 

reaches such fame, but she is never come back to Thailand. When people ask her, she will answer them 

with big smile that she will home when it is really the time. People adore her for her honesty and so 

herself. She never changes and never has to fake anything. 

Three years later… 
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Pin is married to Top. But unfortunately, Top is kind of too busy with business that even Pin think Top is 

never love her and their son. Shone is the one who is taking care of their son when both of them are 

busy. Shone is a professional photographer now. Still, he attracts a lot of girls while he never interest in 

any of them. Shone keeps his job in track, study harder, and pass any challenge by himself. But, in his 

free times, he will spend it with Nam. Not the real Nam of course. He just has the photograph and a 

book album of Nam. He misses Nam so much. He is wonder why Nam never come back as if she will 

never come back. Suddenly, there is a phone calls and says that it is from a TV show. 

Nam is still in New York until a brand of Thailand offers her a great opportunity to have a fashion show 

in Thailand. She still considers whether it is the time to come back or she has to wait some times. Her 

father is confronts her to come back. He thinks Nam is too long stay with him without meets her 

mother. So, he suggests Nam to take the offers. Instead of just doing a job, Nam also can refresh herself 

with old memories. Nam agrees to her father idea. She takes the offers. Then she informs her mother 

and her best friends about her returns. They really glad to have Nam back.  

Finally, Nam reaches Bangkok. She has to immediately go to TV Show appointment. In this meeting, the 

presenter is asking for Nam’s history in Thailand. She is so surprise when Nam tells her that Nam is not 

use to be beautiful in the past. She also shares her memories about a boy she falls in love with. The 

presenter asks Nam whether it is OK that they show the book of memories in the live interview. Nam 

has no problems. 

The presenter is touch by Nam’s Story. She understands how hard it is to have that kind of love. She 

plans to set a meeting of the boy and Nam. She searches the information from Nam’s best friends and 

her family. Finally she gathers all information she needs. She smiles and waiting for the happy ending. 

After TV show… 

Nam and Shone is so awkward to each other. They are left behind, so they can speak properly in private. 

The presenter already told everybody to give them some times to solve their love story’s problem. Both 

of them are quietly wait for each other to start a conversation.  

Then, Nam is the one who begins to speak. 

“Shone, why you never told me anything? We have been together for some times.” 

Shone is confuse. He is afraid to talk. But, it is true that Nam needs an explanation. His fear of losing 

Nam is bigger than his coolness.  

 “Remember when I tell you a story about squid?” 

“Yes, I remember.” 

“I told you that I have held a girl hands once, an awkward-face girls who about to fell from stage.” 

Nam’s face showing an expression as if she is understands.  
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“Who do you think that girl?” 

“Me?” 

Shone smile and slowly but sure try to reach Nam’s hand. Then he holds her hand gently. 

“This is the only hand I want, I need, and ever hold. I ever told you that I need someone, right? That 

someone is you.” 

Nam is crying again. She cannot imagine how it can end up like this. She is so happy. Suddenly, Shone 

kiss her cheek. She is surprise. 

“This is for what I ever want to do. You know, when Top kiss you, I am hurt so much.” 

“and do you know, I am hurt too when you act like there is nothing happen.” 

“I know, Nam.” 

“So, please, never leave me. Promise?” 

Shone smile and tell her, “I promise you. You are the one I need in my life. How am I supposed to leave? 

You have caught my heart since a long time ago.” 

 

 


